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Executive Summary
This document describes the status of the AMDADOS pilot in the AllScale project.
Motivations and functionality of the pilot are described, coupled with a high level
description of the underlying mathematics and its numerical implementation.
Furthermore, a comparison of scalability (weak and strong) for a sequential, an
OpenMP and an MPI version of the pilot is presented and its scope is to be used as
a reference for the AllScale implementation. To conclude, the effort to port
AMDADOS to AllScale is presented, as well as an evaluation of performance and
productivity of the ported implementation.

1 Introduction
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill is the largest accidental spill in the history of the
petroleum industry. The BP blow-out lasted for 87 days, releasing approximately
4.9 million barrels (780,000 m3) into the surrounding environment. Authorities
collected huge volumes of data concerning the extent and evolution of the oil spill.
While previous research has made use of some of the data, a system that harnesses
the full potential of the dataset by integrating it with a set of highly accurate,
adaptive models and meta-models is yet to be put in place. This is of paramount
importance to understand related phenomena and take preventive actions or
otherwise minimize damage to the environment and to local societies at risk. Data
assimilation (DA) is a mathematical technique that enables the incorporation of
physical observations within complex models. In each simulation step,
observation data is combined with output from the model, yielding results which
are considered as 'the best' estimate of the current state of the system. Adaptive
Meshing (AM), on the other hand, is a method of dynamically changing the
precision of a model by targeted refinement of the numerical grid resolution.
In this pilot application, DA and AM are used jointly and embedded in a modelling
implementation of the advection diffusion equations for simulating the Deepwater
Horizon accident. The system autonomously increases with AM the resolution at
targeted locations, while DA incorporates observations into the model forecast.
While advection diffusion codes for transport phenomena (such as oil spills) exist
and are well developed, a novel one, that embeds AM-DA, that is scalable to
harness all the available data, is unprecedented and significantly improves
resolutions and accuracy in order to better understand the impact of the
Deepwater Horizon accident.
At this stage of the project (PM18) the working effort has concentrated on the DA
aspect of the pilot and the overall porting to the AllScale platform. Moreover, in
order to have proper benchmarking in place, an OpenMP and MPI version of
AMDADOS have been developed. Results of the scalability study were presented
at the 24th Domain Decomposition Congress 2017 with the presentation.
“Parallelization and scalability of a linear advection diffusion code”, Fearghal
O’Donncha, Emanuele Ragnoli, February 2017 DD24.
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2 Functionality of the pilot
AMDADOS consists of a transport model based on a linear advection diffusion PDE
(partial differential equation) that assimilates observations from the environment
with the help of a library of data assimilation techniques. Currently, the two
algorithms in the library are a minimax filter and a discrete Kalman filter. The
feedback model is discretized with a Finite Elements Method (FEM) that makes
use of Domain Decomposition Methods (DDM) to allow the distribution of the
numerical computation on distributed memory HPC architectures. The underlying
numerical schemes are implicit in nature and do not use any preconditioning
techniques. Three versions of AMDADOS are currently available in the project
github repository hosted in a dedicated server by consortium partner QUB at
http://10.10.5.114/. The three hosted versions are a sequential version, an
OpenMP version and an MPI version.
The OpenMP version of AMDADOS required little efforts and modifications, since
we could exploit OpenBlas linear algebra libraries with highly optimized OpenMP
parallel structures to solve for the forward projection of the FEM computations.
The MPI version uses a domain decomposition approach with synchronization
between boundaries via data exchange as outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1: parallel structure
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3 Benchmarks
Below is an illustration of experiments to understand the scaling properties of
the current version of AMDADOS. All the experiments were run on an IBM
NextScale 191 cluster with Intel Xeon E5-2650 processors.

3.1 Experiment 1: serial performance, function of number of elements
Setup: 3 x 1 subdomains varying number elements per domain. Simulations are
run for 2000 seconds (i.e. 200 timesteps with stepsize=10s).
Metrics: Total Simulation Time [seconds]
Numerical considerations: The code is profiled and benchmarked by total time(
TotalTime in Figure 2) , time for the all the matrix operations (MatrixOps in Figure
2) and time for the exchange of sub-boundary information (SchwarzExchange in
Figure 2).
Schwarz exchange passes boundary information between subdomains

Figure 2: experiment 1

3.2 Experiment 2: Serial performance, function of number of subdomains
Setup: We increased number of subdomains from 1x1 to 10x10 (100 subdomains
total), each subdomain composed of 20 x 20 elements. Simulations are run for
2000 seconds (i.e. 200 timesteps with stepsize=10s).
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Metrics: Total Simulation Time [seconds]
Numerical considerations: Same as in experiment 1.

Figure 3: experiment 2

3.3 Experiment 3: pseudo parallel performance – scaling as function of
OpenMP threads
Setup: One subdomain, increased number of elements
Metrics: Total Simulation Time [seconds]
Numerical considerations: Simulation time using different number of OpenMP
threads.
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Figure 4: experiment 3

3.4 Experiment 4: pseudo parallel performance – speedup & parallel
efficiency
Setup: One subdomain, increased number of elements
Metrics: Parallel speedup and parallel efficiency
Numerical considerations: simulation time using different number of OpenMP
threads. At 12 threads speedup is 6.7 corresponding to parallel efficiency of 55%
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Figure 5: experiment 4

3.5 Experiment 5: parallel performance – weak scaling
Setup: 40 x 40 element subdomain attached to each MPI process. Distributed
across 7 nodes (24 cores) with max eight MPI processes (with two OpenMP
threads) on each node. MPI process-to-node allocation policy was to max out each
node allocation before distributing to next node to minimize communication
workloads across nodes.
Metrics: Total Simulation Time [seconds];
An ideal scaling for weak scaling would mean no increase in simulation time as
number of MPI processes (i.e. number of subdomains for computation) increases.
Numerical considerations: Provides insight into parallel scalability of algorithm
Schwarz update routine (MPI_Send/Recv) and Error Compute (MPI_reduce)
contains MPI functions. Significant increase in simulation time up to ~8 MPI
processes and then levels off. Results demonstrate that primary performance
degradation is due to computations on a single node (i.e. up to 8 MPI processes)
with this likely due to frequent access of memory due to large size of matrices and
data structures to compute solution. MPI overheads do not become punitive and
are relatively constant as number of MPI processes increase.
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Figure 6: experiment 5

3.6 Experiment 6: parallel performance – weak scaling – distributed across
nodes equally
Setup: 40 x 40 element subdomain attached to each MPI domain. Distributed
across 7 nodes (24 cores) with equal distribution of MPI processes across nodes
(round robin), e.g. for 5 MPI processes one process assigned to each node
Metrics: Total Simulation Time [seconds]
Numerical considerations: Approximate linear changes to simulation time as
number of MPI processes increases. As before significant increase in simulation
time due to Computational component (not MPI). Of the MPI components, error
computation is the most expensive (global reduction).
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Figure 7: experiment 6

3.7 Experiment 7: parallel performance – strong scaling
Setup: Fixed size problem with a 100 x 100 element global domain distributed
across MPI processes.
Metrics: Total Simulation Time [seconds]
Numerical considerations: Rapid decrease in simulation time resulting from both
mathematical implementation and work distribution. Levels off as computation
attached to each core becomes too small.
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Figure 8: experiment 7

4 Porting to the AllScale API
4.1 API description
The porting to the AllScale API exploits the domain decomposition paradigm of
the application to leverage recursive parallelism. Namely, parallelism is
implemented by distributing individual sub-domains of the application across
cores with synchronization and latency hidden to the user. Contrary to the MPI
parallel application where synchronization must be handled by the user via
repeated MPI calls, the AllScale prototype implementation has a much closer feel
to a serial application. The AllScale API prototype is located at the dedicated git
repository hosted on the QUB server at http://10.10.5.114/
Figure 9 presents a code section that demonstrates the API format adopted. Grid
structures are created containing information on the advection-diffusion
computational structures such as nodes, vertices, position, nesting level etc. We
initialize this information in structure A and loop over a two-dimensional vector
pos using the pfor utility. The pos vector contains information on position of each
subdomain from [0,0] to [M,N] where M and N are number of sub-domains in x
and y respectively.
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// --- Initialize --utils::Grid<sub_domain,2> A(size);
utils::pfor(zero, size, [&](const utils::Coordinate<2>& pos) {
// initialize all cells on the 100m resolution
A[pos].setActiveLayer(L_100m);
// initialize the concentration
A[pos].AllActiveNodes([](const utils::Coordinate<2>& pos, double& value) {
value = 0.0;

// initialize rho with 0

});

});
Figure 9: API code to initialize concentrations on all subdomains to zero. Code loops over
subdomains contained in two-dimensional vector pos containing [i,j] positions of each subdomain
from[0,0] to [M,N] where M and N represent number of subdomains in x and y direction

To further demonstrate the fundamental concepts of the embedded application,
Figure 10 presents a simplified overview of how the code structured implements
boundary synchronization (the main parallel paradigm within a traditional
domain decomposition MPI parallelization). The first step is the identification of
neighbouring domains in each direction (if they exist), done via Boolean
structures, at model initialization routines (not presented). Next, flow direction
(here, flow direction is defined relative to the subdomain where negative flow
indicates flow into the domain and positive represents outwards flow) at each
boundary defines whether values are to be updated. If flow is into the domain then
boundary values are replaced with that of their direct neighbour while if flow is
positive, boundary values remain unchanged (and in fact will serve to update
direct neighbor’s boundary nodes). What is apparent from this structure is the
increased simplicity of the code versus an MPI parallelization.
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for(int t=0; t <= T; t++) {
utils::pfor(zero, size, [&](const utils::Coordinate<2>& idx) {
// init result with current state
res = cur;
// 1) update boundaries
for( Direction dir : { Up, Down, Left, Right }) {
auto local_boundary = cur.getBoundary(dir);
auto remote_boundary =
( dir == Up) ? A[idx + utils::Coordinate<2>{-1,0}].getBoundary(Down) :
( dir == Down) ? A[idx + utils::Coordinate<2>{ 1,0}].getBoundary(Up)
( dir == Left) ? A[idx + utils::Coordinate<2>{0,-1}].getBoundary(Right) :
A[idx + utils::Coordinate<2>{0, 1}].getBoundary(Left);
if (flow_boundary < 0) {
for(size_t i = 0; i<local_boundary.size(); i++) {
local_boundary[i] = remote_boundary[i];
}
}
// update boundary in result
res.setBoundary(dir,local_boundary);
}
}
}
Figure 10: Loop over each boundary of individual subdomains and compute boundary values based
on neighbouring values and direction of flow into or out of domain

Figure 11 presents a section of code demonstrating MPI synchronization in the
original code. Within this paradigm, the application loops over each boundary
(where neighbour domain exists), packs boundary data and sends to its neighbour
via an MPI_Send communication. The neighbouring domain must receive the data
structure via associated MPI_Recv call. Further care must be taken in the order of
MPI_Send/MPI_Recv calls to ensure that each MPI_Send received an associated
MPI_Recv call to ensure application does not hang (e.g. if a domain makes an
MPI_Send to its neighbour to east and neighbour does MPI_Send to neighbour to
west, application will hang as each MPI process awaits an MPI_Recv call from its
neighbour). The simplified coding structure of the AllScale API removes many of
these manual synchronization requirements from the user.
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for(size_t i = 0; i < subNodes->size(); i++)

{

SendData[i] = 0; // initialize to zero
if(flow > 0 ) // flow out of domain; pack and send
{
SendData[i] = subProblem->solution[timestep+1]((*subNodes)[i]); //pack data to transfer
}
MPI_Send(&SendData,boundLength,MPI_DOUBLE,nextProb->ind, 0 , MPI_COMM_WORLD);
Figure 11: Code structure demonstrating implementation of parallel domain synchronization via
traditional MPI parallel approach

Further to the updating of boundary nodes based on neighbouring domain values,
the next step is advection-diffusion solution within each sub-domain; i.e.
projection of solution in time. To reduce computational complexity of solution
(and to make more amenable to very high core simulations in future), two
assumptions were made about the solver: 1) we assume equidistant grid over a
rectangular domain (with spacing of 100m, 20m or 4m depending on which
nesting level selected) and 2) we assumed static timestepping. Assumptions of
equally spaced grids simplified the computation of quadrature elements for the
finite element implementations and rather than introduce sparse matrix
operations, we computed the solutions via a five-point stencil. This reduces the
computational complexity from order O(N3) to O(N).

4.2 Validation
Test cases were conducted over an 8x8 subdomain grid with advection forced by
a polynomial flow and diffusion by an isotropic diffusion coefficient. The entire
domain was initialized to concentration of zero everywhere and then a single
point source of constant concentration of a conservative tracer was introduced at
a central point within the domain. Simulations were conducted for 10,000 seconds
and output recorded every 1,000 seconds. Figure 12 presents synoptic snapshots
at periodic time intervals.
Validation focused on comparisons against equivalent simulation results from the
original application. In particular, we focused on fidelity of results at the boundary
interchange where synchronization happens as this location is more prone to
artefacts or contamination from parallelism (e.g. boundary exchange between
mismatched timesteps introduced from the recursive parallelism approach,
failure to update boundaries, etc.). Results demonstrated fidelity against the
original AMDADOS application.
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Figure 12: Evolution of a conservative tracer in time introduced as a single point at a central location
of the global domain. Domain consists of 8x8 rectangular sub-domains each consisting of 10x10
nodes

4.3 Benchmarking
As per the objectives of the report benchmarking focused on relatively small
number of cores with emphasis on demonstration of scaling rather than a detailed
profiling of performance or application bottlenecks. Scaling tests were conducted
up to 8 cores. Figure 13 presents parallel performance results in terms of total
simulation time (described above) and parallel speedup defined as ratio of
simulation time on N workers relative to serial simulation. We see that parallel
implementation improves throughput significantly with simulation time reducing
from approximately 130 seconds to a little under 40 seconds. We reach a
maximum parallel speedup of 3.5 when running on seven workers which is
equates to a parallel efficiency of about 50%. There is a slight drop in parallel
speedup when running on eight cores which is likely indicative of insufficient
allocation of computational workload to workers.
These results demonstrate the conceptual performance of the AllScale API
prototype. A point worth noting here is that benchmarking does not consider
where parallel performance diminishes. In particular, the impact of I/O is not
studied in depth (it is not the focus of the current study) and we do not consider
performance subject to different workloads, i.e. typically parallel performance
improves by increasing the ratio of computation to communication in parallel
applications. Detailed analysis of these issue will be conducted in future.
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Figure 13: Benchmarking results demonstrating performance of simulation scaling tests as number
of workers increase. LHS presents total simulation time to run 10,000 second simulation, while RHS
presents the parallel speedup

5 Summary and Future Work
The initial API prototype demonstrates the feasibility of the AllScale
implementation. Porting from the existing code to the AllScale API simplifies
parallel structures and demonstrates acceptable parallel performance. User
productivity is enhanced as parallel synchronization is hidden from the user
within the recursive parallelism of the API. This advantage is particularly true for
users writing new parallel code from scratch as one simply follow a provided
template and write the code in a manner very similar to serial code.
Future work is focused on implementing a localized error check with periodic
global synchronization. The AMDADOS code implements boundary exchange via
repeated exchange of boundary data and update of subdomain solution until error
or difference between neighbour boundary values is within a certain threshold for
all subdomains. This requires global synchronization which is not amenable to the
recursive parallelism exploited in the AllScale implementation. Future work will
focus on implementing a boundary error check that is localized to direct
neighbours with periodic global checks to guarantee the fidelity of the solution.
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